A modular Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) includes an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) parent module and UAV child modules. A main wing extends from a respective fuselage of the modules. The UAS includes docking mechanisms coupled to wingtips of the main wings. The child modules dock with the wingtips of the parent or an adjacent child module. Docking forms a linked-flight configuration, with undocking and separation from the parent or adjacent child module achieving an independent-flight configuration. The modules have booms arranged transverse to the main wings and parallel to the longitudinal axis, as well as front and rear rotors/propellers. The front and rear propellers have
axes of rotation that are normal to a plane of the longitudinal axis in a forward-flight configuration, with the axis of rotation of the rear propellers parallel to the longitudinal axis in a forward-flight configuration.
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MODULAR UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM WITH MULTI-MODE PROPULSION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS

This patent application claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/429,091, filed on Dec. 2, 2016, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

The invention described herein was made by employees of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United States of America for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based services for commercial, private, and government applications have received heightened attention in recent years due largely to advancements in key supporting technologies. Corporate entities in particular continue to aggressively develop UAV-based delivery systems with the expectation that market demand for such services will include point-to-point/short-range and low-weight payload delivery. In addition to delivery services, possible UAV-based aerial applications include scientific data collection, search-and-rescue operations, surveillance and reconnaissance missions, and other applications requiring extended flight ranges and dwell times.

Such UAV flight missions tend to rely on single fixed-wing UAV configurations having a specified onboard sensor suite. Other proposed configurations use a multi-rotor design. While relatively lightweight, the use of fixed rotors may result in inefficient flight operations, reduced flying ranges, and/or lower payload-carrying capabilities. Therefore, a need exists for long-range UAV-based aerial delivery systems and methodologies to collectively provide a distributed aerial presence.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) as described herein may be configured to provide the above-noted distributed aerial presence using one or more Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) modules as set forth herein. The UAS and/or the individual UAV modules of may deliver parcels or transport other payloads over an expanded flight range, or may optionally perform dedicated flight missions such as scientific data collection, search and rescue operations, or intelligence, reconnaissance and surveillance (ISR) missions. The present approach may involve the coordinated use of multiple UAV “child” modules that optionally dock or link to each other or to a UAV “parent” module, e.g., in a wingtip-to-wingtip manner. As a result, the effective flight range of the UAS may be expanded, with a possible sharing of energy taking place between linked modules during certain flight modes.

In general, the UAV modules are embodied as independently-operable electric and/or conventionally powered unmanned aerial vehicles in the form of the UAV parent module and smaller but otherwise similarly configured UAV child modules, i.e., the UAV parent module has a larger fuselage and wing area relative to the UAV child modules. To ensure that the modules properly dock and maintain a high level of aerodynamic efficiency, the tip chord lengths of the wings of each module are the same. The parent and child modules operate together or independently depending on mission requirements and the particular stage of flight operations. When two or more child modules dock with the parent module, the resultant UAV resembles a fixed-wing aircraft having an extended main wing constructed from the interconnected main wings of the coupled UAV modules.

The UAV parent and child modules may include horizontal and/or vertical stabilizers, some of which may serve a dual purpose by functioning as landing gear structure. The parent module may be equipped to provide primary forward thrust when the UAS is in a linked-flight configuration. Upon reaching a rendezvous position, the UAV child modules may undock from the parent module. Transition to independent flight, conduct an assigned flight mission, and then, if needed, return to and dock with the parent module and/or one another. Depending on the assigned flight mission, multiple child modules may remain docked or linked to one another and/or may undock at different times rather than all at once.

In a non-limiting example embodiment, a modular UAS is disclosed having a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) configuration and a forward-flight configuration. The UAS includes a plurality of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) modules, each of which is configured to change between the VTOL and forward-flight configurations as needed, whether as a linked part of the UAS or as individually-flown modules. Each UAV module has a main wing coupled to a corresponding fuselage, a pair of booms extending orthogonally from the main wing, first and second pairs of rotors/propellers (fore and aft propellers, respectively), and a plurality of wingtip docking mechanisms. The propellers of the first pair are connected to one of main wings via a corresponding arm, such that the propellers are configured to pivot or articulate with respect to the main wing, and are stowed within a respective one of the booms when in the forward-flight configuration. The propellers of the second pair, which are connected to one of the booms via a corresponding articulating motor mount, are tiltible with respect to the booms via the corresponding articulating motor mount.

The wingtip docking mechanisms are configured to selectively couple the UAV parent module and the UAV child modules to each other, wingtip-to-wingtip, in linked-flight configuration achievable in both the VTOL and forward-flight configurations, and to selectively uncouple the UAV parent module and the UAV child modules from each other in an independent flight configuration of the UAS. The first and second pairs of propellers rotate in parallel horizontal planes when in the VTOL configuration, while the second pair of propellers rotates in a vertical plane in the forward-flight configuration while the first pair of propellers remains stowed in the booms.

An optional fuel tank may be positioned within or connected to the fuselage of the parent module, with the parent module powered in such an embodiment using chemical energy from a supply of combustible fuel in the fuel tank. A main battery pack may be positioned within or connected to the fuselage of the parent module, in which case the propellers of the parent and child modules may be powered by electrical energy from the main battery pack when the UAS is in the linked-flight configuration.
The child modules may include a corresponding energy storage system, with the propellers of the child modules powered via energy from the corresponding energy storage system when the child modules are in the independent-flight configuration.

Radio frequency (RF) transceivers may be connected to the parent module and child modules. The parent and child modules in such an embodiment may remotely communicate with each other using the RF transceivers, e.g., during the independent-flight configuration.

The docking mechanisms at the wingtips of the parent and child modules may include a probe and a receptacle configured to engage with a corresponding receptacle and probe of an adjacent child module or the parent module. Alternatively, the docking mechanisms may include magnets serving a similar purpose.

The wings of the parent and child modules may include one or more vertically-oriented empennages, e.g., extending orthogonally from an underside of the wings toward the ground. A method is also disclosed herein for controlling a modular UAS having VTOL and forward-flight configurations. The method includes docking wingtips of a UAV parent module to multiple UAV child modules via a plurality of wingtip docking mechanisms, with the parent and child modules having a corresponding fuselage and main wings extending orthogonally from a longitudinal axis of the fuselage. The method may include launching the UAS in the VTOL configuration, including powering a first pair of propellers (fore propellers) connected to a respective arm, with the first pair of propellers arranged forward of and transverse to the main wing, and powering a second pair of propellers aft of the wing (aft propellers). The fore and aft propellers have corresponding axes of rotation that are normal to a plane of the longitudinal axis when the UAS is in the VTOL configuration, i.e., the propellers rotate in the same horizontal plane or in parallel horizontal planes.

Additionally, the method includes transitioning the UAS to the forward-flight configuration at a predetermined altitude of the UAS, including articulating the first pair of propellers (fore propellers) via movement of the arms with respect to the main wings, stowing the first pair of propellers within a respective one of the booms, and tilting the second pair of propellers via the articulating motor mounts until the axis of rotation of the second pair of propellers is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage. Thereafter, the method includes flying the UAS to a rendezvous point in the forward-flight configuration, undocking some or all of the child modules from the parent module upon reaching the rendezvous point, and independently flying the parent and child modules in the forward-flight configuration to a corresponding destination using the rear propellers.

A UAV is also disclosed that has VTOL and forward-flight configurations. The UAV includes a fuselage having a longitudinal axis, a main wing connected to the fuselage and orthogonal to the longitudinal axis, first and second booms connected to and extending, e.g., orthogonally, from the main wing, and first and second pairs of propellers. The first pair of propellers (fore propellers) are connected proximate a leading edge of the main wing via a corresponding arm. The second pair of propellers (aft propellers) are positioned aft of a trailing edge of the main wing, with each aft propeller having an axis of rotation that is normal to a plane of the longitudinal axis of the fuselage when the UAV is in the VTOL configuration. The same axes of rotation are parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage when the UAV is in the forward-flight configuration. The fore propellers are selectively stowed within a respective one of the first and second booms when the UAV is in the forward-flight configuration.

These other features, advantages, and objects of the present disclosure will be further understood and readily apparent from the following detailed description of the embodiments and best modes for carrying out the disclosure by referring to the specification, claims, and appended drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view illustration of a Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) module in a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) flight configuration.

FIG. 2 is a schematic side view illustration of the UAV of FIG. 1 in the VTOL flight configuration.

FIG. 3 is a schematic perspective view illustration of the UAV module of FIGS. 1 and 2 in a transitional configuration.

FIG. 4 is another schematic perspective view illustration of the UAV module of FIG. 1-3 in a forward-flight configuration.

FIG. 5 is a schematic bottom view illustration of the UAV modules of FIGS. 1-4 in a forward-flight configuration.

FIG. 6 is a schematic perspective view illustration of a Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) that includes a UAV parent module and multiple linked UAV child modules as set forth herein.

FIG. 7 is a flow chart describing an example method for operating the UAV and individual UAV modules of FIGS. 1-6 through the various flight stages.

The present disclosure is amenable to various modifications and alternative forms, and some representative embodiments have been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described in detail herein. It should be understood, however, that the novel aspects of this disclosure are not limited to the particular forms illustrated in the appended drawings. Rather, the disclosure is to cover all modifications, equivalents, combinations, groupings, and alternatives falling within the scope of this disclosure as defined by the appended claims.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

For purposes of description herein, the terms “upper,” “above,” “lower,” “right,” “left,” “rear,” “aft,” “front,” “fore,” “vertical,” “horizontal,” and derivatives thereof shall relate to the invention as oriented in FIG. 1. However, various alternative orientations and step sequences are possible, except where expressly specified to the contrary. The specific devices and processes illustrated in the drawings and described in the following specification are intended as exemplary embodiments of the structure or processes as defined in the appended claims. Hence, specific dimensions and other physical characteristics relating to the representative embodiments disclosed herein are not limiting, unless the claims expressly state otherwise.

With reference to the drawings, wherein like reference numbers refer to the same or similar components throughout the several views, an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) module 10 is depicted schematically in FIG. 1 in a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) flight configuration. The UAV module 10 may be used independently or as a linked part of an Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) 50 as described in detail below with reference to FIG. 6. The UAV module 10 has two
The UAV module 10 shown in FIG. 1 includes a fuselage 12 containing a payload 20 and a power supply 22. The payload 20 may vary with the application, and may include a parcel in an example package delivery embodiment. Electro-optical or infrared cameras, laser or radar devices, temperature or pressure transducers, airspeed sensors, or other sensors required for a given mission may also be included as the payload 20 or in conjunction therewith. The power supply 22 may be a multi-cell battery pack, fuel cell stack, and/or a supply of aircraft fuel in different embodiments. An electric propulsion system may be used in some non-limiting embodiments of the UAV module 10, in which case the power supply 22 may take the form of a main battery pack or an additional battery pack located on or within the fuselage 12, with "main" and "additional" referring to relative size and/or power output. Hybrid electric architectures may also be used, for example with the UAV module 10 powered primarily or solely using chemical energy from a supply of fuel, or with fuel used in addition to stored or generated electricity.

Other power sources may be used, such as solar arrays (not shown), in order to provide the UAV module 10 with a suitable and reliable supply of energy for propulsion. Other possible payloads 20 include a radio frequency (RF) transceiver configured to broadcast corresponding flight control instructions to RF transceivers of other UAV modules 10. In this manner, a UAV module 10 configured as a UAV parent module is able to remotely communicate with UAV modules 10 configured as UAV child modules, particularly once the UAV child modules have transitioned to independent flight.

A main wing 14 of the UAV module 10 is affixed to the fuselage 12 and arranged orthogonally with respect to a longitudinal axis 11 of the fuselage 12. The main wing 14 may be considered as wing sections 14A and 14B having a constant wing chord length (W) with respect to a longitudinal axis 13. The wing chord length (W) is the same for all UAV modules 10 used in the UAS 50 of FIG. 6 to ensure proper docking and aerodynamic efficiency. In turn, the fuselage 12 is connected to a vertically-oriented empennage 180, e.g., a vertical stabilizer 16 having a rudder 19 and a horizontal stabilizer 18 having elevator flaps 17, with the horizontal stabilizer 18 mounted to the vertical stabilizer 16. Other flight control surfaces may include wing flaps 27 and ailerons 23, with the function and structure of the various flight control surfaces well known in the art. Vertical rudder assemblies 31 may be connected to the undersides of the wing sections 14A and 14B to provide additional flight control surfaces. Optionally, a lower surface 30 of the vertical rudder assemblies 31 may be configured as a respective landing surface, e.g., equipped with wheels, tracks, or skids (not shown).

The UAV module 10 of FIG. 1 may be configured as either the UAV parent module or the UAV child module. The parent module may have a larger transportation role in the linked-mode of operation, and therefore may be physically larger than the child modules to enable transport of larger or heavier cargo and/or fuel supplies as described below. Structurally, the parent and child modules may be substantially identical to each other, and therefore FIGS. 1-5 refer to the UAV module 10 generically without regard to its assigned parent or child role the linked mode configuration of FIG. 6.

The UAV module 10 shown in FIG. 1 includes a fuselage 12 containing a payload 20 and a power supply 22. The payload 20 may vary with the application, and may include a parcel in an example package delivery embodiment. Electro-optical or infrared cameras, laser or radar devices, temperature or pressure transducers, airspeed sensors, or other sensors required for a given mission may also be included as the payload 20 or in conjunction therewith. The power supply 22 may be a multi-cell battery pack, fuel cell stack, and/or a supply of aircraft fuel in different embodiments. An electric propulsion system may be used in some non-limiting embodiments of the UAV module 10, in which case the power supply 22 may take the form of a main battery pack or an additional battery pack located on or within the fuselage 12, with "main" and "additional" referring to relative size and/or power output. Hybrid electric architectures may also be used, for example with the UAV module 10 powered primarily or solely using chemical energy from a supply of fuel, or with fuel used in addition to stored or generated electricity.

Other power sources may be used, such as solar arrays (not shown), in order to provide the UAV module 10 with a suitable and reliable supply of energy for propulsion. Other possible payloads 20 include a radio frequency (RF) transceiver configured to broadcast corresponding flight control instructions to RF transceivers of other UAV modules 10. In this manner, a UAV module 10 configured as a UAV parent module is able to remotely communicate with UAV modules 10 configured as UAV child modules, particularly once the UAV child modules have transitioned to independent flight.
for simplicity commences at step S52 by initiating vertical front propellers 30A and 30B are stowed within the respective booms 24A and 24B, with such pivoting indicated in FIG. 2 by reference to a method 100 as depicted in FIG. 7, with various rear propellers 30A and 32B located aft of the trailing edge rotate in different horizontal planes P, and into the boom 24B for stowage. To facilitate such an articulators 32A and 32B articulate or pivot about a pivot axis Px that is parallel to the wing axis 13, with the rear propeller 32B being visible from the left-side perspective of FIG. 2. An articulating motor mount 47 connects the rear propeller 32B to the boom 24B as shown, such that upon transition to a forward-flight configuration the axis of rotation 36 is parallel to the axis 11 of the fuselage 12 as best shown in FIG. 3. As noted above, the arm 39B is ultimately stowed within the boom 24B when achieving the forward-flight configuration of FIG. 4. For example, the arm 39B may pivot with respect to the wing section 14B about a pivot axis 41, as indicated by arrow A, such that the front propeller 30B, when powered down, swings backward toward and into the boom 24B for stowage. To facilitate such an embodiment, the front and rear propellers 30B and 32B may rotate in different horizontal planes P, and Pr, respectively, when in the VTOL configuration of FIGS. 1 and 2.

As depicted in FIG. 3, transition from the VTOL configuration of FIGS. 1 to 2 and to the forward-flight configuration of FIG. 4 commences with rotation of the rear propellers 32B of FIG. 2 about the pivot axis Px (FIG. 2) such that the axis of rotation 36 is parallel to the axis 11 of the fuselage 12. Thereafter, the front propellers 30A and 30B are powered off, locked to a respective one of the arms 39A and 39B, e.g., via a brake or locking device (not shown), and tilted, articulated, or otherwise pivoted rearward to the booms 24A and 24B, with such pivoting indicated in FIG. 2 by arrow A. Optionally, the flight configuration of FIG. 3 may be maintained for certain forward-flight operations, such as with the front propellers 30A and 30B and the rear propellers 32A and 32B rotating in a plane that is orthogonal to a plane of the axis 11. In such a mode, the front propellers 30A and 30B positioned on a leading edge 14L of the main wing 14 pull the UAV module 10 forward through the air while the rear propellers 30A and 32B located aft of the trailing edge 14T push the UAV module 10 forward.

FIGS. 4 and 5 depict the UAV module 10 of FIGS. 1-3 upon achieving a forward-flight configuration in which the front propellers 30A and 30B are stowed within the respective booms 24A and 24B. The UAV module 10 is moved through the air solely using thrust from the rear propellers 32A and 32B. The perspective of FIG. 5 depicts the front propellers 30A and 30B as they would appear in a stowed position (arrows Ps) within the corresponding booms 24A and 24B. The booms 24A and 24B may include optional doors 33 configured to enclose the front propellers 30A and 30B when the UAV module 10 is in the forward-flight configuration, further reducing aerodynamic drag.

An illustration of an example docked, forward-flight configuration of a UAS 50 is shown in FIGS. 6 and 7. A possible flight operation of the UAS 50 is described with reference to a method 100 as depicted in FIG. 7, with various control actions being commanded, controlled, and coordinated via onboard avionics controllers, which are omitted for simplicity commences at step S52 by initiating vertical takeoff as indicated in FIG. 6 by arrow V1 in FIG. 6. A UAV parent module 10P may be linked to multiple UAV child modules 10C in such a configuration. The respective front and rear propellers 30A, 30B and 32A, 32B of the UAV parent modules 10P may be powered alone or in conjunction with the front and rear propellers 30A, 30B and 32A, 32B of the child modules 10C during takeoff. For instance, if the parent module 10P includes a large supply of fuel and/or an oversized main battery pack, some or all of the child modules 10C may be powered off during takeoff to conserve energy. While three child modules 10C are shown linked on each end of the main wing 14 of the UAV parent module 10P in FIG. 6, more or fewer child modules 10C may be used in other embodiments. Alternatively, the parent module 10P and the child modules 10C may takeoff individually, i.e., without docking.

One vertical takeoff is complete, the UAS 50 transitions to forward-flight at step S54 and heads to a predetermined rendezvous point. Flight instructions may be broadcast or transmitted to the UAS 50 and received via an onboard RF transceiver as explained above. The UAS 50 may be provided with coordinates of a rendezvous point and heading by a ground-based control center (not shown), or the UAS 50 may be programmed with such information prior to takeoff.

Once the UAS 50 reaches the rendezvous point at step S58, the UAS 50 may transition to a "loiter" mode at step S60, which as used herein may entail flying the UAS 50 in an orbiting pattern or holding the UAS 50 in a stationary/hovering position. In other words, step S58 may entail executing a predetermined flight mode in preparation for deployment of the UAV child modules 10C. The UAV child modules 10C thereafter undock and deploy at steps S62 and S64. Implementation of steps S62 and S64 may vary depending on the configuration of the docking mechanism 45 of FIG. 1. For example, separation may include activation of the actuator device 55 shown schematically in FIG. 2 so as to urge a given child module 10C away from an adjacent child module 10C.
At step S66, the parent module 10P commences docking operations with any of the UAV child modules 10C flying in proximity to the parent module 10P. Depending on mission requirements, docking may occur in hover mode or in forward flight. Thus, when docking occurs in hover mode, step S68 may include transitioning the UAS 50 to forward flight. Step S68 may include controlling the return flight of the UAS 50 to a desired landing destination, typically but not necessarily the original takeoff point of step S52. The method 100 then proceeds to step S70.

Step S70 includes commencing landing operations of the UAS 50 and thereafter retrieving the UAS 50. Step S70 may entail controlling the airspeed and altitude of the UAS 50 as the UAS 50 approaches the predetermined landing destination. Step S70 may further entail conventional runway landing when each UAV module 10 of the UAS 50 is in the configuration of FIG. 4. Alternatively, each UAV module 10 may transition to the VTOL configuration of FIGS. 1 and 2 by deploying the arms 39A and 39B from the booms 24A and 24B, rotating the deployed arms 39A and 39B opposite the direction of arrow B in FIG. 2, locking the arms 39A and 39B into place as shown in FIG. 1, and unlocking the front propellers 30A and 30B. At the same time, the rear propellers 32A and 32B are rotated or pivoted from the position of FIG. 3 to the position of FIGS. 1 and 2. The UAS 50 may thereafter descend vertically as indicated by arrow V2.

There may be advantages to using completely identical UAV modules 10C and forgoing use of a distinct parent module 10P. It may be possible to reduce acquisition and maintenance costs if by constructing the UAS 50 solely with identical vehicles, e.g., as a wing formed identically sized and configured UAV modules 10. Similarly, if a shorter-range mission is required, the individual child modules 10C may be able to perform the mission without the need to link with and be transported by the parent module 10P. As a result, the modular approach disclosed herein provides a wide range of flexibility for achieving a distributed aerial presence.

The UAS 50 as described above therefore provides for the use of multiple UAV modules 10 each having a set of pusher propellers, i.e., the rear propellers 32A and 32B mounted on booms 24A and 24B extending aft of the main wing 14, e.g., via an articulating motor mount 47. These pusher propellers are controlled so as to tilt downward and provide direct powered lift for the UAV module 10 for vertical flight. The remainder of the lift required for such vertical flight is provided by front propellers 30A, 30B mounted on articulating arms 39A, 39B. In the forward-flight configuration, the arms 39A, 39B are stowed in the booms 24A, 24B holding the rear propellers 32A, 32B (pusher propellers) so as to reduce drag. For vertical flight, the same arms 39A, 39B are articulated approximately 180 degrees about a single pivot point 41 located near the leading edge 14L of the main wing 14 as shown in FIG. 2 so that the front propellers 30A, 30B are located ahead of the leading edge 14L of the main wing 14.

During a transition to horizontal flight, the arms 39A, 39B begin to rotate downward while the rear propellers 32A, 32B are controlled through an upward rotation. The rate at which the propellers 30A, 30B, 32A, and 32B rotate varies so that the UAV module 10 remains sufficiently stable and can begin moving forward. As airspeed increases, the power supplied to the front propellers 30A, 30B may be smoothly reduced to avoid potentially large nose-up pitching moments. Once sufficient airspeed is attained, the front propellers 30A, 30B are shut down and rotated up into the booms 24A, 24B, while the rear propellers 32A, 32B remain powered to provide the necessary propulsion of the UAV module 10, whether alone or as a linked part of the UAS 50 of FIG. 6.

The detailed description and the drawings or figures are supportive and descriptive of the disclosure, but the inventive scope is defined solely by the claims. While some of the best modes and other embodiments for carrying out the disclosure have been described in detail herein, various alternative designs and embodiments exist within the intended scope of this disclosure. Furthermore, the embodiments shown in the drawings or the characteristics of various embodiments mentioned in the present description are not necessarily to be understood as embodiments independent of each other. Rather, it is possible that each of the characteristics described in one of the examples of an embodiment can be combined with one or a plurality of other desired characteristics from other embodiments, resulting in other embodiments not described in words or by reference to the drawings. Accordingly, such other embodiments fall within the framework of the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A modular Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) having a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) configuration and a forward-flight configuration, the UAS comprising:

a plurality of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) modules each having:

a main wing coupled to a corresponding fuselage and having a uniform tip chord length across the plurality of UAV modules;
a pair of booms extending orthogonally from the main wing;
a first pair of propellers, each of which is connected to the main wing via a corresponding arm and selectively storable within a respective one of the booms in the forward-flight configuration, the corresponding arm being configured to pivot with respect to the main wing;
a second pair of propellers, each of which is connected to a respective one of the booms via a corresponding articulating motor mount and tiltable with respect to the booms via operation of the corresponding articulating motor mount, wherein the first and second pairs of propellers rotate in parallel horizontal planes in the VTOL configuration, and the second pair of propellers rotates in a vertical plane in the forward-flight configuration;
wingtip docking mechanisms;

wherein the UAS is configured to selectively couple the UAV modules to each other, wingtip-to-wingtip, in both the VTOL and forward-flight configurations using the wingtip docking mechanisms, and is further configured to selectively uncouple the UAV modules from each other via the wingtip docking mechanisms in an independent flight configuration of the UAS.

2. The modular UAS of claim 1, wherein the plurality of UAV modules includes a single UAV parent module and a plurality of UAV child modules.

3. The modular UAS of claim 2, further comprising: a fuel tank positioned within or connected to a fuselage of the UAV parent module.

4. The modular UAS of claim 2, further comprising: a battery pack positioned within or connected to the fuselage of the UAV parent module, wherein the first and second pairs of propellers of the UAV parent module are powered by electrical energy from the battery pack.
5. The modular UAS of claim 4, further comprising a plurality of additional batteries each positioned within or connected to a respective one of the UAV child modules, wherein the first and second pairs of propellers of the UAV child modules are powered by electrical energy from a corresponding one of the additional batteries.

6. The modular UAS of claim 2, wherein each of the UAV modules includes a corresponding energy storage system, and wherein the first and second pairs of propellers of each of the UAV child modules are powered solely by energy from the corresponding energy storage system in the independent-flight configuration.

7. The modular UAS of claim 6, wherein the energy storage system is a battery pack, and wherein the energy is electrical energy.

8. The modular UAS of claim 1, further comprising: a plurality of radio frequency (RF) transceivers connected to a corresponding one of the plurality of UAV modules.

9. The modular UAS of claim 1, wherein the wingtip docking mechanisms include a probe and a receptacle.

10. The modular UAS of claim 1, wherein the wingtip docking mechanisms include a set of magnets.

11. The modular UAS of claim 1, wherein the main wing of each of the UAV modules includes at least one vertically-oriented rudder assembly.

12. A method for controlling a modular Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) having vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and forward-flight configurations, the method comprising: docking an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) parent module to a plurality of UAV child modules using a plurality of wingtip docking mechanisms to form the UAS, the UAV parent module and UAV child modules each having a corresponding fuselage with a longitudinal axis and main wing extending orthogonally from the corresponding fuselage.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising: independently flying the UAV parent module and the UAV child modules in the forward-flight configuration to a corresponding destination using the second pair of propellers.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein independently flying the UAV parent module and the UAV child modules includes delivering a payload to a corresponding destination.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the UAV parent module and the UAV child modules include a corresponding radio frequency (RF) transceiver, the method further comprising: communicating with the UAV child modules via the UAV parent module using the RF transceivers.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the docking includes inserting a probe of the UAV parent module into a mating receptacle of an adjacent one of the UAV child modules.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the UAV parent module and each of the UAV child modules includes a corresponding vertically-oriented rudder assembly mounted to an underside of the main wing, the method further comprising: landing the UAS via the rudder assemblies in the VTOL configuration.

18. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) having vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and forward-flight configurations, the UAV comprising: a fuselage having a longitudinal axis;

19. The method of claim 12, wherein the docking includes inserting a probe of the UAV parent module into a mating receptacle of an adjacent one of the UAV child modules.

20. The UAV of claim 18, further comprising: at least one empennage connected to an underside of the main wing.